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The Communist, The Vicar and MI5 

 

 

All manner of fascinating facts and stories come to light whilst researching a remote Exmoor village;  

through talking to villagers to record their memories, delving through old photos, going through boxes 

of school logbooks, various church records, suitcases with historic property details kept under the bed, 

and the inevitable google research. Following on is one such interesting story. 

 

This newsletter involves a prominent British communist, a scandalous affair, a highly infectious disease 

(how topical with Covid-19!), the secret services, and a mild-mannered Vicar of Timberscombe who 

died at the surprisingly young age of 41. 

 

In November 1946, Rev David John Cockle was appointed Vicar of Timberscombe, a position he held 

until he died unexpectedly on 29 June 1951 whilst on The Quay, Minehead. He is buried at St Petrock’s 

just outside the north porch, alongside his wife who died in February 1959.  

During his relatively short period as a well-liked Vicar in Timberscombe, he was approached by MI5 

and asked to report on a visitor to the area who had left London to seek relief from the effects of 

tuberculosis. This visitor was a leading founder-member of the British Communist Party who had been 

under surveillance by the secret services for many years. Rev Cockle was urged to develop and 

maintain a relationship with the communist, Robert ‘Robbie’ Robson, by establishing a friendship with 

his common-law wife, Eireen Potter, who had become a regular and devoted churchgoer at St 

Petrock’s. The rather improbable hope was that by gentle persuasion, the very sick Robert Robson 

would embrace Christianity and repent of his long-held beliefs, and then turn over to the state all his 

knowledge and contacts. However remote, it was a prize worth aiming for. 

This fascinating story of a real-life spying operation is fully documented in the National Archives, from 

which it was released to the general public in 2010 and which forms the basis of this newsletter. 

What do we know about Rev David John Cockle? 

Born in 1910 in Reigate, Surrey, he was the son of Rev Augustus Cockle and Minnie Beatrice Cockle. 

By 1931, he was living at The Rectory serving Cirencester and Tewkesbury in Gloucestershire. In 1935, 

Rev Cockle sailed from London to Bombay, returning to London in February 1939. Leaving again that 

July, he sailed to Colombo, Ceylon (as Sri Lanka was then known). He remained there for the duration 

of World War II, serving as an Indian Army Chaplain. In August 1941, whilst in Ceylon, Rev Cockle 

married Stephanie Therese Ondaatje, and he returned with her to England and to Timberscombe in 

1946. (1)  

His time in Timberscombe although less than five years, encompasses a fascinating period of local 

history. He knew local resident and Methodist minister Rev JP Martin of the ‘Uncle’ books fame and 

was related through his wife to the Ondaatje family, members of whom have been very prominent in 

cultural, sporting and business affairs in the UK and elsewhere. 
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The photo, above, of Robert Robson, dated 1936, 

is from the National Archives 

The photo, left, of Rev David John Cockle was taken in front 

of the Cricket Club House in Cowbridge Road, probably 

during the summer of 1947 (courtesy of Maurice Huxtable) 

 

 

What do we know about Robert William Robson? 

He was born 6 April 1897 in Guisborough, Yorkshire, and became a member of the British Communist 

Party (BCP) in 1922. By 1925, he was London District Organiser for the BCP and London District 

Propaganda Secretary for the BCP, moving up to the National Executive Committee in 1926 and 

National Organiser, BCP between 1933-1937. He made visits to Russia in 1928 and 1930, and by 1936 

he was the leading communist party member recruiting volunteers for the Spanish Civil War. Inspired 

by his work and others, folk group The Young’uns released an album in 2018 with a track ‘Robson’s 

Song’ detailing the ‘increasingly gruesome set of outcomes’ expressed by recruiting officer Robbie 

Robson seemingly to dissuade volunteers from going to Spain.(2) Robson was on the Control 

Commission, BCP between 1937 and 1943, and from 1942 he worked in the London District on the 

BCP literature drive. He was a member of the Arts Advisory Committee and the Central Propaganda 

Department. In 1944 he moved onto the National Appeals Committee for the BCP which was his 

position when in 1946 he contracted the potentially fatal disease tuberculosis (TB). 

Robert Robson was a prominent and highly committed BCP member who was undoubtedly highly 

talented and erudite. He was described as ‘able and energetic if [a] dictatorial organiser’, and it was 

further noted that ‘there is no doubt that the Party still hold his opinions in high regard’ even after his 

diagnosis and decline through TB. As early as 1922, Robson, as a senior and active communist party 

member, was under close surveillance by the secret services, and indeed remained so until 1953. A 

Metropolitan Police Special Branch report dated September 1948 gives the following description of 

Robson: Height 5’10”. Medium build. Fair hair brushed straight back. Receding forehead. Eyes blue. 

Clean shaven. Sallow complexion, rather drawn features. Wears horn-rimmed glasses. Loudly spoken 
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and domineering attitude towards his juniors. Normally dresses in blue suit and black shoes, no hat. 

Carries brown briefcase or small brown attache case.’ 

What do we know about Eirene/Eireen/Eileen Potter? 

Various spellings abound for her Christian name and she changed her surname from Potter to Robson 

by Deed Poll in December 1944 enabling her to live with Robson as his common law wife and so avoid 

scandal. Little is known of her background but she was crucial to the success of the MI5 plan to turn 

Robert Robson.  When Robert and Eireen met is not certain, but she had known him since at least 

1930 when he was married to Leosia, who later let out rooms in a property in St John’s Wood, 

London.(3) Eireen had two children with him, Ian in 1931 and Alec in 1935.  Possibly she had met 

Robbie when she worked part-time as a shorthand typist, and did secretarial work at the King Street 

Communist Party Headquarters. A Special Branch report described her: Born York 22.1.10. Height 5’2”. 

Slim build. Hazel eyes. Brown hair. Very quiet manner. Rather poorly dressed. She was ‘said to be a 

woman of rather poor intelligence, completely dominated by her ’husband’’. She apparently felt 

frustration at their lack of money and her inability to return to work to earn money as she cared for 

her sick partner. She lived with Robson and their two children at 7 Parliament Court, Parliament Hill, 

London NW3. 

The opportunity for MI5 

MI5 were already interested in ‘turning’ Robson when the opportunity seemed to present itself in 

1949 with Robson and Eireen making trips to Exmoor so Robson could convalesce and strive to recover 

his health. Friendly contact developed between Eireen and Rev Cockle at St Petrock’s in Timberscombe 

as she developed a genuine enthusiasm for Christianity. This allowed MI5 to hatch a plan. The security 

service envisaged Rev Cockle persuading the very poorly Robson to recant of his lifelong beliefs and 

assist the secret services by revealing his immense knowledge of the inner workings of the British 

Communist Party. This would have been ‘a prize of the first magnitude.’ While it is doubtful that the 

plan would ever have succeeded, it was thwarted by the fact that Rev Cockle died suddenly less than 

two years later. 

The chronology 

Prior to his illness, Robson was clearly a significant figure in the BCP and had broad experience over 

many areas of concern and interest to MI5. In May 1947, it was well known to the BCP, and so to MI5 

through detailed surveillance reports, that Robert Robson had advanced tuberculosis. From that date 

he mainly worked from home on matters relating to the Appeals Committee of the Executive 

Committee of the BCP. When he started to show some signs of recovery and indicated a desire to 

holiday in Ireland in August (information established through bugged telephone calls), it was with the 

likely hope that he might be able to re-start his activities later that year. He was kept under surveillance 

and his luggage searched discreetly at Fishguard, as per the Special Branch Suspect Book. His letters 

and phone messages to BCP Headquarters at 16 King Street, London WC2 were all recorded in the 

expectation he could well resume his activities as a senior member of the Party. By November 1947 

Robson was pushing King Street to find him some work. As a valuable, committed and highly 

experienced member of the BCP, he was an undoubted asset. 

A trip to France in January 1948 saw him subject to the usual procedure of the Special Branch Suspect 

Book with a discreet search of his luggage. Records of telephone surveillance show Robson was in the 

mountains and convalescing as Eireen reported the news to King Street. Keen to return to active work 
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he was nominated in February 1948 to the Executive Committee of the 20th National Party Congress 

of the Communist Party, but within weeks he was again bed-ridden. Offers to involve Robson in the 

Cultural Congress were not well received by him. It is clear that his interests lay more in broad political 

thinking within the party and a concern for the spectre of mass unemployment and the global 

inequities apparent after the Second World War. Telephone surveillance of King Street shows that by 

October Robson was engaged in working from home and handling Marxist education correspondence-

course applications which perhaps reflects the limited engagement that he could maintain as he 

suffered from his illness. 

By April 1949, Robert Robson had decided to let his flat and, along with Eireen, go to Somerset the 

following month for the summer, probably on the advice of his doctor from the TB Clinic. Their younger 

son Alec joined them for some of the summer. Their elder son Ian had been conscripted into the Navy. 

They stayed at Ranscombe Farm, Wootton Courtenay. 

An intercepted letter in MI5 files dated July 28, 1949 is written from Somerset and refers to his 

returning to London by mid-September. It clearly indicates his desire to be of use to the BCP: ‘I am 

considerably improved, but am careful now to avoid any undue optimism. But I am satisfied now that 

with care I can become useful in some degree once more….when first here I was in very poor shape, 

but I am up all day and getting about pretty well. I’ve argued a bit and thought a lot; and often felt 

aggrieved to be ill just now when the fight is so strenuous and so hopeful. There are conservatives in 

this place – very nice people of course, but with an annoying attitude, almost a Churchill ‘mystique’ in 

fact. They never doubt that no matter what his electoral programme is for them; he will see that things 

are better for them. They are comfortably off people. It makes one contrast the workers attitude of 

hopeful, ready-to-excuse, doubts in the top Labour leaders. No Labour man has the instinctive, utter 

confidence in Attlee, that the tories have in old Churchill.’  

Although Robson returned to London by early September and was back working on the Appeals 

Committee, his health had deteriorated. Furthermore, money was tight and his phone had been cut 

off because of an unpaid bill. Despite his debilitating illness, his desire to be engaged with the 

communist party did not diminish. Part of a letter copied by MI5 reads of his being ‘delighted to know 

of the progress being made in London not only for personal reasons, but because London is a key 

district, if not the key in Britain. I think its working-class is quicker to understand issues nowadays, and 

more militantly responsive. We will all be proud in future to have been concerned with developing the 

fight in London.’   

By October 1949 Robson had been told to return for the winter to Somerset, to Wootton Courtenay, 

by his Doctor ‘where the climate was very mild’ and he would stay there until the spring. To avoid 

fatigue and convalesce was the point, disappointing though it was to be away from London. His value 

to the BCP is noted by MI5 in a Top Secret Extract dated 8.11.1949, concerning an interview panel to 

be assembled for a new Party member. His friend and colleague Bob Stewart said Robson was very 

good at interviewing ‘he was able to talk and talk until people revealed themselves, without knowing 

that they were doing so.’  

On 18 March, 1950, Robert and Eireen moved to The Great House in Timberscombe which was cheaper 

and more convenient than Ranscombe Farm. By this time, Robson was suffering from lung 

haemorrhages and was extremely unwell, seldom leaving the flat he and Eireen occupied in The Great 

House.  
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The Director General of MI5 himself, Sir Percy Sillitoe, wrote to the Chief Constable of Somerset, asking 

to be made aware of any information about Robert William Robson. The threat of communist 

subversion and activity was felt to be acute in this period particularly and so clandestine monitoring 

was extended to cover Robson’s stay in Somerset. The seriousness of the concern is reflected by the 

level at which conversations were conducted, with the Chief Constable communicating directly with 

Sir Percy Sillitoe. 

The report submitted by Assistant Chief Constable AS Pointing in May 1950 described Robson’s state 

of health and noted that he did not fraternise with local residents and ‘beyond the fact that they 

regularly receive copies of the Daily Worker by post from London, they have not revealed any political 

leanings. The owner of The Great House is the Revd Woodhouse-Smith (Retired) who has not been 

known to express any political opinions. They appear to be best known to the Vicar of Timberscombe 

but here again they have not revealed any communistic tendencies. Robson has attended the local 

Church on five or six occasions since his residence in Timberscombe. He is in receipt of National 

Insurance Benefit, and it has not been possible to ascertain any other source of income. So far as is 

known locally their income seems exceedingly small. Except for the newspaper received by post they 

do not receive a great deal of mail and their infrequent purchase of postage stamps is not more than 

one or two at a time. Their present accommodation is one-bedsitting room and it is said that they left 

Ranscombe Farm, Wootton Courtenay, because the rent was more than they could afford. Discreet 

attention will continue to be paid to them.’  

Robson’s post was opened and photographed and forwarded to MI5 when it contained sentiments 

such as: ‘we must all persist and keep patient, knowing how the goodwill and intentions of the common 

people are being exploited cleverly. Our great hope is still the Labour movement. If we can expose the 

official anti Soviet stuff for the lies it is, and show more clearly the truth of what is being done in Asia 

to destroy the movement to independence and progress, we can reverse the whole position. Labour 

people aren’t all daft.’ At this time Robson was being treated at a ‘very good’ clinic and receiving a 
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new drug treatment .  His comments on local farm workers were to say that they had ‘no particular 

feeling’ for Labour and that improvements were due to labour shortage and union pressure. ‘The 

number of cottages without water or electricity is amazing (or sanitation!).’ 

Nothing persuaded Robson to modify his views whilst in Timberscombe and if anything he had time to 

reflect on them and put them in writing, as he kept in touch with comrades in King Street at BCP 

Headquarters. A further security briefing was sent by Chief Constable JE Ryall to MI5 stating that 

Robson had still not disclosed he was a communist. By August 1950 he was not receiving the Daily 

Worker but instead the Soviet Weekly. This confidential note of 8 November 1950 included under 

‘Miscellaneous’ a comment that ‘Robson and his “wife” have become very friendly with the local vicar, 

the Revd, D.J. Cockle and visits are exchanged. They have disclosed to him that they are not married,  

but have never mentioned their interest in Communism. Mrs Robson is a regular Churchgoer and 

Communicant and Mr Robson attends when his tubercular complaint permits…. ‘In October they 

returned to their flat in London to be near their son Alec for a period, with a view to returning to 

Timberscombe in the spring of 1951. The vicar has visited them in London and also their local Vicar.. I 

have informed the Commissioner of police accordingly.’ 

Sir Percy Sillitoe responded with great curiosity about Robson’s relationship with Rev Cockle and 

asking for further information.  
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A report sent direct to Sir Percy in November disclosed that Det Constable Harvey had ‘again’ 

interviewed Rev Cockle who told him that Mrs Robson had been to see him at The Vicarage when she 

had disclosed that Robson and herself had been living together for years as man and wife, although 

not married, and had two children. She also explained details relating to Robson’s marriage and his 

parting from his wife. Cockle was told that ‘she wished to do all in her power to make amends for the 

past and that she wished to become a member of the church. She further said that she hoped Robson 

would also eventually attend church.’ In his interview, Rev Cockle said that he had checked with the 

Bishop who had given permission for Mrs Robson to receive communion and that she had now been 

confirmed and was assisting as a Sunday School teacher. Mr Robson was visited by Rev Cockle and he 

was also attending Church when his health permitted. In his view, Mrs Robson was sincere and Rev 

Cockle added that he had been told by Mr Robson that ‘he was gaining a profound belief in religion 

and that the whole matter was a revelation to him.’ One suspects that Mr Robson may simply have 

been taking an intellectual interest in matters divine and enjoyed debating with Rev Cockle. The report 

said that to this point in time there had been no mention of any interest in or connection with 

communism but this changed after a visit made by Rev Cockle to the Robsons in London. 

 

Whilst convalescing from an illness Rev Cockle spent a week in London during which time he visited 

Robert and Eireen. Their conversation, probably over tea and biscuits, was recorded, and Robert gave 

Rev Cockle a book entitled ‘Russia with our own Eyes’ which reported the opinions of British workers 

who had visited the Soviet Union. Mrs Robson never mentioned communism. 
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The report concluded that the Rev Cockle ‘is an extremely intelligent man, who would not easily be 

fooled. He has been of considerable assistance to me, and the only local source of information 

regarding the Robsons.’  

By December 1950 consideration of ‘turning’ Robson through the filter of his ‘wife’ and her 

commitment to the Church and links with Rev Cockle was being seriously considered.  

However slim the chance, if Robson did inform on his colleagues it would be a very great prize, given 

his experience and standing in the BCP. The report on the preceding page was written by Norman 

Himsworth, an undercover MI5 operative who knew Robson and had experience of dealing with him. 

In 1942, Himsworth had been summoned to Communist Party headquarters in King Street by Robert 

Robson and interrogated about a secret report written by Himsworth for MI5, but which had been 

leaked back to the communist party by a mole at MI5. Ironically the whole exchange was recorded by 

recently installed MI5 surveillance in the Communist Party Headquarters. (4) Indeed Robson was 

considered to have a ‘nose for entrists’ (5) which may possibly have played a part in his dealings with 

Rev Cockle as the events in Timberscombe played out. 

MI5 was very interested in the activities of British communists. As it was impossible to monitor every 

member, observation was restricted to party officials like Robson. MI5 concern was about the BCPs 

subservient relationship with the Comintern, the Communist International, run from Moscow. 1948 

had seen the start of the period of peak anxiety about the infiltration and influence of communists in 

Britain. The Himsworth report gave an interesting glimmer of possibility of turning Robson, being the 

‘prize of the first magnitude.’ 

To enable the plan, it was important to know when Robson would return to Timberscombe and a 

telephone tap was authorised in his London flat in December 1950 along with a further authorisation 

to inspect all postal packets and telegrams. Two letters were sent by Robson to Rev Cockle after his 

visit to London in late November. The first letter paid much polite attention to offering helpful 

suggestions about how Rev Cockle could go about writing and publishing a book about the difficulties 

between Christianity and communism. It is almost an afterthought that he writes ‘we learnt recently 

from Father Bailey [the local Hampstead vicar] about the police having informed you we were 

Communists – a remarkable piece of initiative on their part. Thanks very much for your evident refusal 

to be prejudiced against us by this.’ Then he discusses the relative merits of Communism and 

Christianity and writes ‘I merely want to show that I know what I am about in accepting the truth of 

Christian theology.’  

 A further letter dated 6 December, 1950 refers to a suggestion Rev Cockle has made ‘about writing 

something myself’, possibly a clever ruse to encourage Robson to self-reflect, and commit his thoughts 

– to recant or repent? – to paper. Robson wrote about what he saw to be the blinkered nature of 

Christianity and the hostility to any communist interpretation of current political events, as well as the 

‘tyranny in Britain under a press, radio and film machine which distorts and misleads our people in the 

most unscrupulous and deadly fashion. To attempt to fight it is to invite bitter columning and 

misrepresentation at the least.’ If Cockle was to assist Robson to ‘turn’ he clearly had his work cut out.  

‘The Communists are not interested in religious beliefs. They consider their views and work to be 

superior to what they know of Christian opinions. In the present peace fight I have been pleased to see 

so many Anglican clergymen joining and speaking to Communists in friendly fashion. (There is some 

organisation of clergymen which holds views sympathetic to Communism and I intend to find out more 

about it)……I think that God’s ends are being realised in the present turmoil, awful as it is, and that 
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men are on the threshold of a wonderful new era, when not only Europe and USA will be civilised and 

enjoy a high standard of life, but the myriads of asia and the long suffering negro peoples of Africa 

too.’ This does not read as being written by someone prepared to reject their long-held beliefs or that 

either Eireen Robson or Rev Cockle had made him waver in his commitment to communism. Rather 

the contrary. And this was to someone he knew had been approached by the police for information 

about him. Robson clearly felt the challenge of an intellectual debate with Cockle was worth the effort 

and he was open in his letter about his opinions.  

Only 10 days later, the Chief Constable of Somerset, JE Ryall, responded on the issue of the content of 

both of Robson’s letters to Rev Cockle. His conclusion, having been in touch with Rev Cockle, was that 

progress would be slow, if not impossible. ‘Rev Cockle is a very sound and a spiritual man and he feels 

his first and primary duty towards the Robsons is a spiritual one and that his only approach could be 

on religious grounds and not connected with political matters…… he would give us any information 

that is volunteered to him by the Robsons. I am sure Mr Cockle would do everything he could to develop 

a real change of heart in the Robsons and to assess the quality of any conversion, in which case I feel 

sure that he would place before them their duties both religious and social. Should any indication of 

treasonable actions come to his light I am certain he would pass them on.’  

Robson was planning to return to Timberscombe in the spring of 1951, although a stumbling block 

seems to have been that the flat they had previously rented at The Great House had been let, requiring 

other accommodation to be found locally when they returned. 
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The final paragraph of Ryall’s letter is interesting ‘As regards any change of heart on the part of Robson 

himself, his letters are illuminating in that they indicate he is approaching this subject in a genuine 

intellectual manner.’  Possibly trying to fit ‘aspects of Communism into a Christian frame. He appears 

to be quite genuinely anxious to get the truth and to find a solution which will be satisfying to himself. 

In this respect no doubt the Rev Cockle would be a very great help, if Robson could be in close contact 

again with him.’ 

The importance of Robson’s contact with Rev Cockle is recognised by MI5, although with an 

understanding that if the Robsons were to stay until the spring in London and with his poor health, 

interest would need to focus on letters sent between the two. 

MI5 determined that the way to understand the state of Robson’s mind was through the church and 

Rev Cockle. Mills wrote ‘From such information as it has been possible to obtain, the Rev Cockle 

appears to be an extremely able and intelligent man … since moreover the first move which the Robsons 

made towards the Church occurred in Somerset … it would seem that Cockle may be the key. I visited 

Taunton on 11 December and spoke to the Chief Constable and the Chief Superintendent of the C.I.D. 

about the case, and both agreed it would be worth approaching Cockle. The Chief Constable knows the 

Bishop of Bath and Wells personally and is prepared to approach him about the Robsons. He is also 

prepared to see Cockle personally and inform him of the significance of any real change of attitude 

which may have occurred in Robson … if Robson can be persuaded to leave London and go to Somerset 

for treatment, Cockle would be in close contact with him and would at least be able to tell the Chief 

Constable how far he thought Robson’s conversion had gone and might conceivably, if all went well, 

tell us when and if Robson could be approached for interrogation.’ 

It would seem that this visit to Rev Cockle did actually take place as Cockle subsequently visited Robson 

in London again on 14 March. Part of their transcribed conversation, aside from discussing the role of 

the church in life, was Cockle asking when they would be coming back to Somerset and there was a 

discussion about the location of the ‘church right at the top of the hill’; seemingly this referred to 

Exford. 
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Indeed, Exford was where the Robsons rented when they returned for their third and final visit to the 

area. Rev Cockle co-operated as requested and the following information was provided in a report 

from the Chief Constable of Somerset to MI5 at the beginning of April: ‘Robson and his wife, Eireen, 

are endeavouring to return to Somerset in the near future; they have tried to return to The Great House, 

Timberscombe, but there is no available accommodation for them at this address at present. Rev Cockle 

is going to ‘vet’ a cottage which is vacant at Exford, and which, if suitable, they may try to rent.’ Cockle 

provided a positive vetting of the cottage and MI5 was informed by the Chief Constable of Somerset 

that on 6th May 1951 Robson and his ‘wife’ Eireen would return to Somerset and rent The White House 

Cottage, then divided into three separate residences and owned by a Revd Marshall.  
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As can be seen from the letter above, although MI5 regarded it as unlikely that Robson would change 

his attitude so profoundly as to convert to Anglicanism and spill out his secrets, this had still been a 

possible and hoped-for outcome.  

The importance of Robson’s contact with Rev Cockle is recognised by MI5, although with an 

understanding that if the Robsons were to stay until the spring in London and with his poor health, 

interest would need to focus on letters sent between the two. 

The final paragraph of one of Ryall’s communications is interesting ‘As regards any change of heart on 

the part of Robson himself, his letters are illuminating in that they indicate he is approaching this 

subject in a genuine intellectual manner.’  Possibly trying to fit ‘aspects of Communism into a Christian 

frame. He appears to be quite genuinely anxious to get the truth and to find a solution which will be 

satisfying to himself. In this respect no doubt the Rev Cockle would be a very great help, if Robson could 

be in close contact again with him.’ 

Robert Robson and Eireen indeed did resume their life on Exmoor for only eight weeks when, suddenly 

and shockingly, Rev Cockle died at the comparatively young age of 41 years from a long-standing heart 

complaint.  

Whatever the plans may have been in place to monitor developments between Cockle and Robson, 

they were thwarted by this news. For the untimely demise of the Rev Cockle to be reported directly 

to the Director-General of MI5 illustrates the importance with which this matter was regarded. With 

Rev Cockle’s sudden passing, the plan to ‘turn’ Robson was shelved. The moment had passed.  
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Postscript 

A Confidential note to MI5 revealed that Robson had attended Rev Cockle’s funeral in Timberscombe 

on 3 July and that ‘he did not appear to be the least upset by the death of that gentleman.’ He and 

Eireen remained in Exford until 17 September 1951, living quietly and enjoying a holiday visit from 

their younger son. They told no-one that they were returning to London, apart from a lady living in the 

adjoining part of The White House. On 28 November 1951 Robert Robson was divorced by his wife 

from whom he had long been separated, and on 11 December he married Eireen with whom he had 

been co-habiting since 1933. The Vicar of All Hallows in Hampstead informed the CID who reported to 

Special Branch in strict confidence, that since their return from Somerset in September, Robert as well 

as Eireen had become very religious and were regular church goers. Robert had been confirmed and 

had their son, Alec, baptised. Whether this was to placate Eireen or a genuine conversion is not clear. 

Eireen at least continued as a devout church-goer.  
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